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Locked (PresLocke Series Book 2)

â€œACE LOCKE JETS OFF TO SIN CITY WITH MYSTERY MANâ€•Sorry, ladiesâ€”and
fellasâ€”Hollywoodâ€™s hottest action star, Ace Locke, is officially off the market!The man on
Lockeâ€™s arm has been identified as Dylan Prescott, the sexy new â€œitâ€• model currently
featured in the latest Calvin Klein ads. Sources tell TNZ the men met on the set of Lockeâ€™s
upcoming action film Insurrection 2, and that â€œthey only have eyes for each other.â€• This is the
first public gay relationship for Locke, who came out a year ago, and there has been much
speculation on who would finally be the one to catch his eye.According to multiple eyewitnesses,
Locke whisked Prescott away on his private jet for a romantic weekend at Syn, the most exclusive
hotel on the Las Vegas Strip. After pictures recently surfaced of the new couple, affectionately
named PresLocke, it appears from the possessive way Locke keeps his new beau close that things
are heating up.The world is watching #PresLocke, and weâ€™ll be sure to keep you up to date on
this budding relationship!Ace and Dylanâ€™s story continues in Book Two of the Bestselling
PresLocke Series.
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"Because with you, I've found me."Locked (PresLocke #2) is the follow up to Aced, you need to read
that one to fully understand this story, and of course get to know Ace and Dylan. Aced left us
hanging at the end wanting more and needing to know what will happen with these two. Well have
no fear Locked picks up right where Aced left off.Ella and Brooke's writing is truly breath taking, they
collaborate beautifully together. I simple adore them as writers, and this book what can I say it was
beyond amazing and perfect! So many emotions while reading this one, I laughed, cried, swooned,
squirmed in my seat yes dear I say it the sex scenes totally off the charts HOT, I think my kindle
overheated many times. A certain character had me wanting to punch her in the face you'll see who
I mean when you read it. An added bonus old friends make appearances, I was giddy like a kid in a
candy store.The paparazzi have outed Ace and Dylan while they were on their getaway to Vegas,
Ace has only be out for a year now. Not one to flaunt his lifestyle around this is the first man he's
been see with. The paparazzi are constantly camped outside of Ace and Dylan's homes, the film
studio, basically everywhere the two go. They are never left alone. It seems they are focused on
Dylan because he has captured the attention of the famous Ace Locke. Of course Ace is worried
how this will affect Dylan he's not one for all of this attention. Dylan doesn't let it phase him one bit
he's all in no mater what the circumstances are.Their lives are no longer private everything they say
or do is published to the internet/rag magazines they can't keep up with all of it, it's enough to make
your head spin.

Book #2 in this great series.Remember what happened in the first book?Ace and Dylan have just
been caught by a paparazzo in their Vegas hotel room.And now it's Crazy-Town wherever they go.
The paps are camping outside Ace's house, Dylan's apartment-building, the film-studios. They're
everywhere!And Ace is worried that it will be too much for Dylan - he's not used to photographers
following him.But Dylan very quickly promises Ace that nothing will ever be able to keep him away
from him.He will learn how to live the life of a Hollywood-Superstar-Boyfriend.But will he really be
able to handle all that pressure?And will Ace be able to handle the guilty feeling that it's all his fault
that Dylan has to go through all this mess?But Ace is kind of the only one suffering; Hollywood still
doesn't like their action stars to be gay - Dylan's getting jobs all over the world now that he's been
seen with the Hollywood superstar!Will the young love survive all that drama??And added to all that,
what will happen when your past comes back to stir up trouble!?!?WHAT WILL HAPPEN WITH ACE
& DYLAN?WILL THERE BE A HEA?WILL THERE BE A CLIFFY?No Cliffy, but we're not yet done
with our 2 darlings!!! YAYYYY_____________________________I LOOOOVED THIS

STORY!We're finally back with our two boys.And the second book was just as adorable as the first
one!We have LOTS of very sexy moments....And so many frustrating paparazzi moments ...We
constantly hope that Dylan will not run away from it all...We're hoping all through the book that
nothing bad will happen to Dylan and Ace....

Locked (PresLocke #2) by Ella Frank and Brooke Blaine4.5 stars!!!â€œBecause with you, Iâ€™ve
found me.â€•Ella Frank and Brooke Blaine together are deadly, deadly for your heart and your
ovaries. They certainly go for the jugular in Locked and delivered a swoony read from start to finish.
Despite the highs and lows in this book I had a permanent grin, I giggled, I swooned, I laughed but
most of all I loved and loved hard.Sometimes though even the closest couples have a little
miscommunicationâ€¦â€œAre you trying to say you want me to knock you up? Because, Dylan, I
have to tell you, I have some pretty powerful boys at work, but no amount of horny goat weed is
gonna make that happen.â€•I laughedâ€¦hard!Locked continues on from Aced with the whistle well
and truly blown on Ace and Dylanâ€™s relationship. Ace is naturally worried about the implications
and repercussions this will have on his relationship with Dylan insofar as will Dylan will be able to
cope with the notoriety, the paparazzi and untruths that the media will now frenzy upon. Dylan
though steps up to the plate in more ways than one as it seems that Ace has more to worry about
than him.â€œYou, Dylan Prescott, are worth every scandalous thing thatâ€™s about to be
writtenâ€¦â€•Dylan takes everything in his stride despite the pressure he now finds himself under, the
love he has for Ace is the one anchor he needs to keep himself tethered to reality. Having been
outed as the other half to Ace Locke, Dylanâ€™s career is propelled into the stratosphere yet Dylan
cannot help but feel that these opportunities are only coming because of Ace and if thatâ€™s the
case, he doesnâ€™t want them.
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